We show that a P-complete language can be described by using the shuffle operator, shufle closure, union, concatenation, ICleene star and intersection on a finite alphabet.
Introduction
In this paper, we construct a P-complete language by using shuffle operator A, iterated shuffle i, union U, concatenation *, I<leene star * and intersection n over a finite alphabet. The shuffle operator was introduced by [lo] to describe the class of flow expressions. Formal properties of expressions with these operators have been extensively studied from various points in the literatures [2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 111. It is known that the complexity of almost classes of languages can be increased by using the iterated shuffle operator. For example, there axe two deterministic context-free languages L1 and Lz such that L l A L 2 is NP-complete [9] . Moreover, by allowing the synchronization mechanisms, any recursively enumerable set can be described [I, 31. In [2, 111 , by using the shuffle and iterated shuffle operators together with U,.,*, U, an NPcomplete language is described. We employ the same set of operators to describe our P-complete language. In the proof of P-completeness, the intersection operator plays an important role to make the language polynomial-time recognizable. However, we do not know whether the intersection operator is necessary to define a P-complete language as in the case with NP-complete [27 111.
Recently, P-complete problems have received considerable attentions since they do not seem to allow any efficient parallel algorithms [7] . This paper gives a P-complete problem of a new kind, wlzich is described by a single expression.
Let C be a finite alphabet and C* be {al . a, I ai E C for i = 1,. . . , n and n > 0). A subset of C* is called a language.
Definition 1 For languages L, L1 and L2, we define the shufle operator A, the iterated shufle t and operators, -,*,+ as follows:
(1) LlAL2 = { x l y l~2~2 . * * x m y m
(3) L1 L2 = {xy 1 x E L1 and y E L2} (abbreviated to L1L2).
We identify a language {w) wllich consists of only one word with the w. Thus, we will denote {w)*, {w)+, {w)t,. . . by w*, w+, wt, respectively.
As the basis of our reduction, we use the circuit value problem (CVP) that was shown Pcomplete [6] . Our definition in this paper slightly different from one in [6] .
CIRCUIT VALUE PROBLEM (CVP)
INSTANCE: A circuit C = ((71,. . . ,Cm,Cmf1,. . . ,Cn), where each Ci is either (i) Ci = true or false ( 1 < i < rn), (ii) Ci = NOR(Cj,Ck) (rn + 1 5 i 5 n and j, k < i).
PROBLEM: Decide whether the value of C, is true.
In later section, CVP represents the set of all circuits whose output is true.
Let C be a finite alphabet, vl, v2,. . . ,urn be symbols where v; E C for i = 1,. . . , rn and w1, w2,. . . , wm+l be words on a alphabet C -{vl, v2,. . . , v,). By using the iterated shuffle operation, a language {vlnv2" . vmn I n 2 1) can be described as (vl v2 . . . vm)t n vl+v2+ v, +.
Moreover, we can represent {wlvl w2vzn wmvmn wm+1 I n > 1) as We often use this form of languages to define a P-complete language. Whenever languages like these are defined in the next section, we will not describe the languages explicitly by using the shuffle operation and the iteraked shufRe.
The main result in this paper is the following theorem.
Theorem 1 A P-complete language can be described with operators .,*,u,n,Ll,t.
Definition of the language
We will describe a P-complete language C with the alphabet C = {0,1, a, b, e , d, u, v , x, y) . This language is defined stepwize.
At first, a language L is defined as follows: The following language T (resp. F ) is used for a distribution of true (resp. false) value. Todd = TZyTyyiTy nTzTyy* = {ldxiui(lyivi)j I i 2 l , j > 1 and j isodd.). Teven = T,Tyy*Ty n TzyTyy* = { l d~%~( l~%~) j I i > 1, j 2 1 and j is even.). T = Tz U Todd U Teuen = { l d~~~~( l~~~~) j I i 2 1 and j 2 0).
F is defined in a similar way. We use a symbol 0 instead of 1 which is used to construct the language T. Subwords lyGi (resp. oyGv") of a word in T (resp. F ) are combinated with b"0 (resp. bil) of words in L and decides the value of the ith variable. These three languages L, T and F are cornbinated with each other by using the shuffle operation and the iterated shuffle.
A language K is used for our language to become polynomial time decidable. We construct the language K stepwize as follows:
In a similar way, following languages are defined.
The language M has words whose subwords of the form dxiui corresponding to the ith gate occurred more than two times a word. We want these subwords to be occured exactly one time a word.
Then, we define a language K wltlicltl will be used for allowing a language J to be in P. K= M n (NAC'), where C' = C -{d,u,x}.
Finally, we defined a language L as follows:
L=JnK.
Proof of the P-completeness
Theorem 1 follows from a next lemma. Lemma 1 L is log-space equivalent to CVP, i.e., L is log-space reducible from CVP and CVP is log-space reducible from L .
Proof. We will define a function f froin CVP to C*. f is a function which transform
It is easy to see that this function is computable in log-space by using a deterministic Turing machine.
We show following two claims.
Proof. Let a word w = cwl w, w,+l . w,wn+l be a transformed word from some n-gates ( 1 ) For i = 1,. . . , m, w;' = azP. z 7 w;" --/ 3 i d~i~i .
(2) For i = rn + 1, . . . , n, uji' = bjpjbkpPkaipi, wiN = pj y j~'~k y k~k p i d~i~i .
We note that since C j , Ck and Ci are related with each other by an NOR gate, wi' is in Lba,. It is easy to see that g is well-defined function and this function is log-space computable. Claim 2. g(w) E C V P , for every w EL.
Proof. Since w E N , ti = i for every i = 1,. . . , n. Moreover, since some parts of w are constructed of words which are contained in T or F , a subword yivi of w is never occured before a subword dxiui of w. Therefore j, k < i.
Since w E LA(T U F ) t and w includes n subwords dxu, dx2u2,. . . , dxnun, there exist n words tl, . . . , tn in T U F which contribute a construction of w by using the iterated shuffle. Without loss of generality, we assume that ti includes xiui as a subword.
